World Down Syndrome Day Brings Joy

Thank you for helping Global meet our World Down Syndrome Day $5K Match! See how Global is saving and transforming lives today and every day.

Actor with Down Syndrome Shines at SXSW

The Peanut Butter Falcon, starring Global’s Quincy Jones Award Winner Zack Gottsagen, Shia LaBeouf, and Dakota Johnson, premiered at the 2019 SXSW Film Festival in Austin, Texas.

Meet Our Q-Award Winners

Congrats to Congresswoman Cheri Bustos (D-IL) and Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO), champions for increased Down syndrome research funding. Join them at the AcceptAbility Gala in Washington, D.C. on May 22nd.

Employing People with Down Syndrome

Global’s Self-Advocate Employment Initiative Grants have provided $65,000 to programs for 33 local Down syndrome organizations across the country and supported a total of 75 employees with Down syndrome.

New Research on DS & Alzheimer’s

Global, Alzheimer’s Association, and other nationals co-organized a seminal third workshop recruiting some of the best minds in the field of Down syndrome and Alzheimer’s disease.

Support life-changing research and medical care for people with Down syndrome today.

Get Your Tickets!

Grant Recipients

Highlights

Become a Global Down Syndrome member!

Submit your photos to be featured in Down Syndrome World™!

For more information, visit globaldownsyndrome.org